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Vehicle AI Plugin
Overview
The Vehicle AI Plugin is a simple, effective way to get AI controlled
vehicles into your game. The plugin uses a customised version of the
PathFollowingComponent to control the steering, throttle and brakes of
your vehicle. To achieve the goal of frictionless integration, it utilises
many of the engines default systems, so it can be setup extremely
quickly, especially if you have existing AI knowledge.
Lots of features have been exposed to blueprints, which gives you endless
possibilities to create your own specific AI behaviours.
To see how the plugin can be used in different use cases, please
download the associated example project which is on the marketplace
store page. If you want to get started straight away, please take a look at
part one of this guide.
Many thanks for purchasing the plugin, if you have any issues with the
plugin please contact us via the email on our marketplace seller page.
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Part 1 – Quickstart Guide
The rest of this document is quite long but provides some good
information on how to use and implement the plugin. You should use it as
reference, especially if you get stuck on a particular issue. However if you
just want to get up and running ASAP, then this part will show you how to
add Vehicle AI to the Advanced Vehicle Template.
1. Firstly install the plugin to the engine and then create a new project
with the advanced vehicle component.

2. Then create a Vehicle AI controller, which is our custom AI controller
for controlling vehicles. Ive called mine VehicleAIController_BP
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3. Open the new custom controller and click on the
PathFollowingComponent to see all the vehicle related settings. Im not
going to change anything here at the moment, but im going to enable
debugging.

4. Now find and open the VehicleBlueprint, which is the one that comes
with the template. Add the custom AI Controller to the AI controller class

5. Add a NavMesh Bounds Volume to the level to add a navigation mesh
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You can press ‘P’ to enable the navigation mesh visualisation mode (also
can go to Show and then select Navigation).

6. To test the vehicle, we need to give it a place to navigate to. For
simplicity, I’m just using the AI MoveTo node on BeginPlay and putting in
a random destination. I’m also increasing the Acceptance Radius on the
node to 150, as getting a vehicle onto a very precise point means it
moves back and forth constantly.

7. Now to make sure that this all works, simply put the vehicle into the
level (the default one placed is set to be possessed by a player instead)
and simulate the level. The vehicle should move to a random destination.
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And that’s it! If you want to now tweak this vehicle to get it behaving
better, you can read the rest of this documentation to find the best way
to do so. The example project also uses the default vehicle, so you can
see there how it’s been modified to perform different tasks. If you want to
use this vehicle in your own prototype, id recommend turning off Low
Friction mode in the VehicleBlueprint, as this makes it drift around and so
is unable to do any precise manoeuvres!
If you want a use a vehicle that doesn’t use the default vehicle
implementation, but uses the simple wheeled movement or a completely
custom vehicle solution, look at the end of this document for a guide on
how to do this.
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Part 2 – Example Project
There is a downloadable example project which you can use to see how
you can implement features of the plugin in different ways. This section
explains how you can use features of the plugin and the engine together
to create different types of vehicle AI. To best understand what is being
said in this wall of text, you should also have the example project open
and look at the parts being mentioned. Some of the blueprints are
commented to tell you what its nodes are doing.

Racing Demo
Here the cars on a race track follow checkpoints, which when completed,
activate the next checkpoint. Checkpoints can also define the speed which
is then passed to the blackboard and behaviour tree, which is used in the
behaviour tree node ‘Vehicle Move To With Desired Speed’, which is a
normal move command but also uses a blackboard value to define a
speed. This is done so that it can navigate the more tight corners which
otherwise would cause it more issues.
NavArea & Nav Query Filter - Unreal Documentation Reference
Nav Areas are used to define a particular area on a navmesh. They show
up as different colours, and can have different pathfinding costs. The
RoadNavArea as used in this example has a cost of 0.5, which is lower
than the default nav areas 1.0 cost. This means that the agent will
prioritise travelling on the road where possible, but if it has nowhere else
to go, it will use the default nav area to get to its destination. This means
that even if you remove the Guard Rails (on the Road Spline Blueprint,
you can untick the box and then the guard rails will disappear), then it
will still only follow the road. This is useful for racing games where going
off of the road will cause a slowdown, and so you don’t want agents to cut
corners (they still might depending on your avoidance setup)
The Nav Query Filter is a way of filtering NavAreas to do pathfinding on.
In this example, we have completed excluded the default NavArea, this
means that at no point will any points be generated on that part of the
navmesh. This can cause issues sometimes, especially if the agent leaves
the nav area by avoidance or crashing into another agent as it will fail to
path back onto the road. Therefore its probably best if you don’t totally
exclude a NavArea, but just use a lower cost one for the road.
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Road NavArea Spline
The road used in the demo is taken from the Road Splines Example, found
on the learn tab. However the spline mesh usually doesn’t deform
correctly to update the NavArea, therefore we’ve created a custom spline
mesh component which can do this, although sometimes it’s a bit
unpredictable. For more information on how to use this, see the
miscellaneous part of this documentation.
Racing Checkpoint
To ensure the car follows the track properly and to regulate its speed as it
goes around the harder corners, we use checkpoints which also set the
speed within the blackboard. We could use overlaps but in this instance I
just used a simple distance check which seems to work well enough. Each
waypoint has two main values, the next checkpoint in the sequence, and
a desired speed.

The above function is executed once a waypoint has been completed, it
updates the blackboard with the next checkpoint to follow, and also sets a
desired speed on the blackboard. This is then used by the Vehicle Move
To At Desired Speed. Harder to navigate corners use a much lower speed
9
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value to make it easier for the AI to navigate. In a racing game you’d
want to tweak these values and move these checkpoints onto a ‘racing
line’, and then adjust the speeds and values to try and make the vehicles
behave as you want. You might also need to use custom throttle
controlling if you want to set up different difficulties of AI in your game.

Traffic Demo
The traffic demo is intended to replicate some behaviour you’d expect
from vehicles driving on a normal road. The main feature of this is staying
on a road (not perfectly following it, like using a spline, this is not in the
scope of the plugin) by using NavAreas, and also using a NavLinkProxy
which is demonstrated to be used with a traffic light.
NavLink Traffic Light
NavLinks are a way to link two bits of a navmesh together, which can be
used to create a path by the pathfinding algorithm. A smart link is a link
which can execute events and change its relevancy at runtime, which is
what we are using for the traffic light. More generic information about the
Nav Link as used in the default character can be found here https://docs.unrealengine.com/enUS/Resources/ContentExamples/NavMesh/1_2/index.html
The way this works, the two bits of roads which use the road NavArea are
separated by a default nav area. Then the two are linked by a smart
NavLink, which shows these arrows when viewed in Navigation mode (P).

The custom NavLink called TrafficLightNavLink implements the event,
‘Receive Smart Link Reached’. This then checks if the signal is clear or
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not, if it is, it continues on the current path. If it is not, then it waits at
the light, which is a custom event on the traffic vehicle. This NavLink also
includes an EventDispatcher which notifies when the light is green again
and the vehicle can move.

The Set Waiting At Light function sets a variable for the light and then
binds that event dispatcher, we will use this later on to let the vehicle
move through the light and continue. It also updates the traffic state,
which is an enum stored within the blackboard. This just stops it from
trying to move in this instance.
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You can then change the light from within the editor. Click on the traffic
light and there is an editor exposed button called ‘Change To Green’. This
will change the light to amber, then green. Upon the light turning green,
the vehicle will start moving to finish its journey to the target point.

Parking Bay Demo
You might want a vehicle to reverse or move forward into a parking
space, or move into a specific location at a certain rotation. This shows
you one way you can achieve this. Firstly, to set up the parking bay actor
we have an arrow facing the direction we want the vehicle to face in the
bay. We also add an endpoint to define the back part of the collision box
we’re using, and so we’ll set the path (see ParkingVehicle_BP) to the
EndPoint of the parking space. Setting the destination to the middle of the
box will mean it doesn’t enter the space properly.
The collision box is set up to be a dynamic obstacle, using the Road
NavArea class. This is because its lower cost means that path points will
be placed within there, this prevents it from cutting corners. The two
boxes you see placed only exist to show the edges of the space, and don’t
affect the AI at all.
Below is a picture of how this should look in the example project.
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On the ParkingVehicle_BP we first stop the automatic reversing capability.
This would cause a problem if you rotate the vehicle in the level and
untick the ‘ReverseIntoSpace’ box. As it would try and reverse into the
area anyway. By setting the desired speed to 100, we also make sure that
in both modes we don’t overshoot the area too much.
The MoveIntoBay event firstly sets the manual reverse flag if that’s what
the player has chosen, and then it sets the destination rotation based on
the arrow world rotation. This rotation is reversed if we are reversing into
space. Finally we take the end point world location to use as a move to
destination.
This means that the vehicle should now move into the parking space and
be facing the right direction quite well. The accuracy of the parking can be
improved by messing with the speed, the steering multiplier and also the
path points taken. If you have to perform a complex reverse etc, then you
should use multiple points. The default position for the vehicle is almost
perfect for trying to get into the space. If you wanted your vehicle to
drive into a space you should firstly drive into a similar position to where
the vehicle is in the example map, and then execute your reverse logic.
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Part 2 – Path Following Features
The vehicle AI is located primarily in its custom Path Following
Component, which is implemented using a custom AI controller
(VehicleAIController). This part goes over some of the features included
on the path following component which you can customise.

2.1 Debug
Ticking the debug box will display data relating to the AI.
It will place yellow points in the world for each point on the found path; it
will place a blue point over the top of a yellow on for its current path
destination.
Displayed on the screen will be a bunch of debug data, including the
steering value, target angles, current speed, desired speed, and whether
the vehicle is stuck or reversing. You can use this to tweak values or
check certain things are working, such as the desired speed being set
correctly.

2.2 Custom Handling
These three options enable using an interface to handle the values
provided. See the later section on interface implementation to see how
you can implement this.

2.3 Speed Control
This aspect controls the speed of the vehicle.
Min Throttle
This is the smallest value the throttle can scale down to when trying to
adjust the speed towards the desired speed. This prevents the vehicle
from completely stopping, especially if you’re using the ‘Idle Brake Input’
setting.
Desired Speed Curve
This is a float based curve that adjusts the desired speed based on the
angle of the turn. This is so you can make tighter turns, especially for
vehicles that are prone to flipping over!
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The normalized steering value (0 means no turning at all, 1 means full
turning to either side) goes along the X axis. And the speed percentage is
on the Y axis. The speed is taken as a normalized percentage; therefore a
value of 1 on the curve means that the desired speed will stay 100% of
its current value. In the above example, this vehicle will go down to 30%
of the desired speed if the steering is at, or above 0.5.
Desired Speed Threshold
This is the speed threshold at which we don’t adjust the throttle when it’s
near the desired speed. This prevents the throttle adjusting too much,
and causing a jitter like movement. You should change this value if you
notice the vehicle keeps stops and starting too much while trying to
maintain a desired speed, you can also change the desired speed throttle
step, mentioned later.
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Desired Speed
This is the initial starting desired speed for a vehicle, given in Unreal Units
(centimetres), you can also change this value at runtime by calling an
event on the Vehicle Path Following Component. The throttle is then
adjusted to try and meet this speed, within the defined threshold.
Vehicle Max Speed
This is the maximum speed this vehicle can reach, mostly used for
collision avoidance queries when using the crowd pathfinding. Generally
you’ll want to keep this value at its default unless you want to tweak
Crowd Avoidance.
Desired Speed Throttle Step
The amount we can change the throttle by every frame to meet the
desired speed, smaller values mean this is more accurate, but increase
this if you want your vehicle to speed up or slow down more responsively.
Use Brakes
Enables the use of brakes to help slow down and meet the desired speed
when it’s above the brake threshold. This can help slow down to slower
speeds from larger speeds, this is useful in racing games where you might
need to slow down to a speed to get around a corner.
Brake Threshold
This is the speed threshold at which the brakes will be activated. This is
added onto the other threshold and the desired speed, such as
DesiredSpeed + DesiredSpeedThreshold + BrakeThreshold. If the speed is
higher than that, the brakes will be activated.
Brake Amount
This is the amount of braking applied to the vehicle when above the brake
threshold. If you need vehicles to slow down quicker, then increase this,
but it might stop too abruptly.

2.4 Stuck Detection & Unstuck
The plugin features a stuck system, which allows you to execute custom
behaviour when a vehicle is on a path, but hasn’t moved in a short time.
It does this by taking samples of the vehicles location, and then checking
to see if it the vehicle has moved a certain amount between all of those
samples, if it hasn’t, then it is declared as stuck.
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Stuck Detection Sample Count
This is the amount of location samples that the plugin takes. This can
mostly be left as its default value of 8.
Use Stuck Detection
Enables or disables the system.
Un-Stuck Distance
The distance at which the vehicle will try and move backwards when
stuck, this is the default way of which the vehicle will try and get itself out
of a problem.
Stuck Detection Distance
This is the distance that all the samples will have to be from the current
location, for the vehicle to be classed as stuck.

2.5 Crowd Following
You use the Detour Crowd Simulation for your vehicle agents, more of
this is explained in the Avoidance section of this document. Currently
there are only two settings in this section.
Detour Crowd Simulation State
You can choose whether to enable, disable or only avoid obstacles with
the crowd simulation.
Crowd Avoidance Range Multiplier
This multiplies the range at which the crowd avoidance will do its checks.

2.6 Reverse
The vehicle can automatically reverse towards a target under certain
conditions. This sections lets you change how this behaviour works.
Should Reverse Angle
If the target angle to destination is above this amount, then it should
reverse.
Reverse Max Distance
The destination also has to be less than the max distance to reverse.
Reverse Threshold
This threshold exists to stop the vehicle constantly trying to toggle the
reverse state. If the vehicle you’re controlling tries to keep moving
backwards and forwards when reversing automatically, then changing this
will prevent that.
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Auto Reverse
This enables or disables the automatic reversing. When enabled, if the
target destination is greater than the target angle, and is under the
reverse max distance, it will reverse towards the target.
Only Reverse When Stuck
Only works when Auto Reverse is also enabled, but only allows reversing
when the vehicle is stuck.

2.7 Steering Control
Steering works by taking a target angle towards the next path point, and
working out a normalised steering value. For example, 90 degree towards
a target would mean 0.5 steering. This usually isn’t enough to turn
properly, so the system uses a multiplier internally to adjust the value to
then pass to the component.
Steering Multiplier
The steering multiplier takes the normalised value and then multiplies it
by this number. Increase this if you want steering to be more extreme,
bear in mind that it will still be clamped to 1 maximum.
Steering Curve
You can also use a curve to power the steering multiplier. This takes the
absolute normalised steering output, and then uses this curve to actually
choose what the steering value is. In the example below, any normalised
turn value above 0.5 is automatically set to a steering value of 1.
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Part 3 – Avoidance
Implemented into the plugin is support for the two types of avoidance in
Unreal Engine 4. These are used to avoid other agents, but both have
their advantages and disadvantages, so you can choose which one you
would want to use on a per project basis.

RVO (Reciprocal Velocity Obstacles) Avoidance
A common type of avoidance implemented into games, it’s a simple
solution that performs well and adds a relatively good level of avoidance.
This is implemented for vehicles as default in Unreal Engine, it works by
stepping up or down the throttle and steering in order to try and avoid
other agents. The main problem with RVO is that it does not respect the
navigation mesh. This means that when it tries to avoid other agents, it
might end up leaving the navmesh, which in some cases means colliding
with other objects, or just leaving the navmesh and not being able to path
back onto it. Because of its good performance and the problem of going
off the navmesh isn’t as pronounced, its enabled for the racing example,
however the steering rate had to be reduced from its default to prevent
swerving and this also keeps it more along its original path. However in
some situations it does collide with other agents still.

Detour Crowd Avoidance
Detour Crowd is a navmesh based avoidance algorithm. Unlike RVO, it
respects the navmesh, and only will move agents to places that exist on
the navmesh; otherwise it will just stop them until the agent it’s avoiding
stops getting in the way. This avoidance algorithm also supports obstacle
avoidance based on the navmesh, which means it will try and avoid things
in its way, such as the barriers on the racetrack example. This provides a
much better avoidance solution and will generally look more realistic, but
it comes with some problems, depending on your project setup.





Costs more than RVO in performance (use CPU profiler)
Crowd simulation only occurs on the main navmesh (generally not a
problem as in crowd simulation agents offset their paths by their
size)
Because it’s a more complicated simulation than RVO, you will need
to tweak the associated values to get it working as intended

This is worth keeping in mind for your own project, as you will have to
use the avoidance which you think will work with the limitations of the
two systems. Although you can do, I wouldn’t recommend using both
systems at the same time.
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Using Crowd Avoidance
Crowd Avoidance State
There are 3 states for the crowd following component.




Enabled – Which avoids both agents and obstacles
Obstacle Only – Only avoids obstacles, not agents
Disabled – Reverts to normal path following behaviour

Avoidance Groups, Groups to Ignore, Groups to Avoid
These features are exactly the same as they are for RVO avoidance, and
are not present on the AI controller. The crowd system will use the values
you put into the RVO Avoidance section on the vehicle movement
component, even if RVO isn’t enabled.
Vehicle Max Speed
Max speed is used to adjust where the obstacle samples should test. This
is usually the property that will need adjusting if you’re not getting very
good results with the crowd following. To test this you should enable
crowd debugging, see the section below for more information on how to
do this.
Debugging Crowds
To get optimal results using the crowd avoidance, you will most likely
need to modify some of the settings.
Firstly type in the console command: ai.crowd.DebugSelectedActors 1

Then click on your vehicle actor. If the vehicle is moving you will also see
the coloured squares that you see below. These are the avoidance
samples; the closer to red a square is the more the algorithm will try and
avoid it. It also draws a line to each other agent which is registered with
the manager, this is the light blue line which is drawn from the selected
vehicle to the other vehicles.
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Crowd Manager Settings

In the project settings there is a section for Crowd specific changes. The
main thing to change here is the Max Agent Radius, because we’re using
vehicles these are much greater radius than the normal character radius
which is default value here. Setting this to 200 in the example project
allows it to use the default vehicle. The other settings are selfexplanatory, and can be adjusted depending on your project
requirements.
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Part 4 – Behaviour Tree Nodes
Also included within the plugin are a few helpful nodes which make doing
specific vehicle behaviour easier.

Vehicle Move To
This node acts mostly the same as the ‘Move To’ node that is used with
normal AI. It simply gives the AI a position or actor to move to as defined
by your blackboard value. One setting in particular to the plugin that this
includes is the ability to force the vehicle to reverse. This tells the vehicle
that is should reverse towards that destination instead of driving
normally. This could be used for something such as a parking system,
where you want to reverse into a parking bay.

Vehicle Move To At Desired Speed
This acts in the same way as the Vehicle Move To node, but can use a
blackboard defined value to set the desired speed of the vehicle. This is
useful for traffic vehicles following a speed limit, or racing vehicles trying
to navigate a sharp corner.
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Part 5 – Implementing Interface Functions
The plugin supports an interface which will allow you to implement your
own functionality, or perform actions based on various states. This part
goes over each function and how you can use it for your own project.
You can find an example of how to implement this functionality in the
guides section of this documentation.

Custom Steering
This allows you to perform custom steering onto your agent, it provides
you with the same data used to perform steering normally, but doesn’t
actually apply it itself. This is useful for other types of vehicle that might
not be a simple 4 wheeled vehicle. This could involve something such as a
tank, where you can take the normalised steering output and then apply
different values to each track for example.

Custom Throttle
This allows the update of a custom throttle for your agent. This could be
custom slowdowns or cornering, for example in a racing game which
requires something more advanced than the current system.

Custom Brake
Implements a custom brake setting to the vehicle. Default brake
implementation just uses a brake to slow down to a desired speed, this
can be useful if you want more precise braking control, such as what
would be needed in a racing game.

On Vehicle Stuck
This event is called whenever the vehicle gets stuck. This allows the user
a custom way to handle how to get the vehicle out of a stuck position.
This is for more complex scenarios where a simple reverse would end up
causing more issues, such as a game with lots of pedestrians or
obstacles. If you will want to handle the stuck state yourself
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Part 6 – Miscellaneous
Blueprint Function Library
Included for your convenience is a Blueprint Function Library that can
provide helpful precompiled functions to help create your AI.
Get Vehicle Path Following Component

This node retrieves the Path Following Component where all the AI logic is
executed from a given pawn. It does this by getting the AI controller and
casting its PathFollowingComponent to the
VehiclePathFollowingComponent. You can use this to modify properties of
the vehicle at runtime or execute specific functions, like forcing a reverse.
Just keep in mind that controllers are only valid on the owning client and
server, which for AI means that this would only be valid on the server, so
if in a networked game be sure to perform an IsValid check, or
SwitchHasAuthority to only execute any blueprints on the server for this
node.
Convert Velocity by Unit

This node converts the input velocity of a certain type, to a different
output type, and then returns it. This is useful if you want to work with
more understandable units than the default ‘Unreal Units’ (centimetres),
which should be much easier to quantify. This is especially useful for
things like the desired speed setting. Bear in mind all the functions that
the plugin uses are in Unreal Units for simplicity, so make sure that you
are outputting to the correct value!

Road Spline Mesh
Within the plugin there is a new type of spline mesh. The purpose of this
is to be able to use a spline correctly using NavAreas, which normal spline
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meshes don’t use because they don’t apply the nav area correctly after
their collision is deformed to fit the size of the new spline mesh. This is a
great way to use for roads which you would prefer vehicles to follow. For
example, in a racing game, the agent would want to stay on the road as it
would be able to perform better on a road, rather than cutting across the
dirt/grass. By changing how you filter it, if the agent leaves the road it
will either try to return to the road as soon as possible, or it will continue
off road for a bit to get to the next checkpoint.
Setting up a road spline mesh for nav areas
To set up a road spline mesh of your own choosing, you should first set
the nav area class. You can do this when you add the road spline mesh
component. Shown below is the setting on the Road Spline Mesh
Component.

This uses the simplified collision to determine the nav area. Another thing
to note about this as it is used in the example, is that you should use
multiple collision components, this will mean that it deforms better. On
this particular mesh four collision components were enough to get a good
result.

Crowd Agent
You usually have to have an AI controller possessing a vehicle for it to be
registered automatically with the crowd system. This means that player
vehicles don’t usually get avoided, as they aren’t integrated into the
crowd. This component allows you to add player vehicles into the crowd
using a registration function.
Firstly, add the component to your actor.
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Next, add an Possessed event into the graph and register the crowd
manager as done below.

Make sure you check if its player controlled before registering it with the
crowd, as registering it twice when its already possessed by an AI
controller might have unintended consequences. I also am using Event
Possessed rather than BeginPlay; this ensures that there is a valid
controller.
The function returns true if it was registered successfully.
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Part 7 – Tips & Suggestions
Road Following
Road following is NOT within the scope of this plugin, this means the
following of a specific lane and acting like a real world car would in a
game such as Grand Theft Auto. However, if you wanted to achieve this,
one way is using splines. This would involve setting the path destination
on a spline point between the destination and the vehicle. There are some
assets on the marketplace that have vehicles that follow splines, these
might be able to be used with this plugin, but I have not tested this and
therefore am not able to provide any support for any road following
implementations.
I am currently working on a custom solution for this, which may come as
a separate plugin to be used alongside this one. Roads can cause complex
problems especially if you’re trying to make it perform well. This would
include behaviour such as being able to change lanes, use junctions
appropriately etc.

Performance & Optimisation
The path following system itself performs extremely well. In the
performance and avoidance testing part of the traffic example level, over
40 vehicles find a unique path and avoid each other using the crowd
system, and barely use more than 0.3ms overall in a worst case scenario!

Therefore if you experience bad performance, then it’s most likely not
down to the plugin, and could be something else. Using the console
command ‘stat cpu’, and then looking at the profiling data is the best way
to see what is causing these bottlenecks. More information is available in
the Unreal documentation.
Optimising AI
The first place to start is the NavMesh, using a static navmesh is the
fastest option, followed by Dynamic Modifiers Only, then Dynamic. You
should avoid using a dynamic navmesh where possible, unless you’re
procedurally generating a level. If you have to use a dynamic navmesh,
you can generate the navmesh asynchronously at the cost of much slower
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generation. You can do this by ticking the ‘Do Fully Async Nav Data
Gathering’ box. The other thing you can optimise is avoidance; RVO is a
cheaper solution than crowd simulation, you should however do a tradeoff
between quality of avoidance and the performance cost (not limited to
vehicles, this can also include character AI). Below shows profiling data
from the Traffic Example map with the 40 vehicles, and the crowd
simulation takes up almost 0.75ms!

General Vehicle Optimisation Tips
Generally the biggest performance cost associated with the vehicles will
not be the AI; here are some more suggestions for use in your own
project to maintain a good framerate.
Vehicles use a skeletal mesh and the animation system to update their
wheels and suspension. The ticking of animation is one of the highest
costs of rendering a skeletal mesh. Under the Optimization tab of the
mesh on the vehicle, there are some settings that can assist with this
however.

The first two settings prevent extra CPU updates when animation frames
are skipped due to update rate optimization. The next change is the ‘Only
Tick Pose When Rendered’, as default its set to always update the
Skeletal Mesh’s bones, however this means that only happens when the
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mesh is on screen. As the vehicle animation is mostly just a visual thing,
and not used for precise queries that can happen off screen, such as
hitboxes, this is fine to enable in most projects and can give a massive
performance boost if there aren’t many vehicles on screen but many are
spawned in the world. The next option considered is an occlusion query
based optimization; this is where instead of using the physics bodies on
the mesh for bounds, it uses a fixed value stored in the skeletal mesh,
similar to how static meshes work. The last thing selected here is the
Update Rate Optimization, this skips ticks of an animation based on
aspects like how close to the camera it is. All of these options combined
provide a considerable saving in performance.
Another possible performance bottleneck are Overlap Events, these
should be disabled if you don’t intend to use them as they waste
unnecessary resources querying the scene when their position has been
updated. But do keep using them if it’s more convenient and you are
within your CPU budget.
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Part 8 – FAQ
Please read this section first if you’re encountering an issue before
reaching out for support. Most issues can be solved by just double
checking certain aspects. If you’re still having an issue after checking,
then please get in touch with our support with as much details as
possible.

My vehicle keeps overshooting its destination
This can be caused by the brakes not being powerful enough or when the
vehicle is going quite fast. Make sure you have enabled Slowdown At
Destination, and then change the minimum throttle and speed curve
setting. On the Vehicle Movement Component you can also change the
Idle Brake Input, which applies the brakes when the throttle is idle, this
can also help.

Another thing to change is the AcceptanceRadius. You can change this on
the MoveTo node you’re using, or in the project settings under the AI
section. Ive found that an acceptance radius of 150.0 works quite well for
vehicles. If you’re still having problems, it might be best to use a custom
throttle setup using the interface or tweaking the vehicle setting.

My vehicle won’t move
There could be many reasons for this, firstly make sure that its being
possessed by a AI controller. Secondly make sure you’re using a wheeled
vehicle derived pawn. Thirdly, make sure you put a Nav Mesh Bounds
Volume into the level, this is usually the simple mistake that catches
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many out! You can press ‘P’ in the editor to visualise it to make sure it
exists. Sometimes if you change AI settings, the navigation mesh
becomes invalid but it doesn’t automatically regenerate, so you should
delete it and rebuild it by moving the bounds volume. If you’re still having
problems just make sure things are set up like they are in the example
project.

Using crowd AI they won’t follow paths properly anymore
Depending on what your settings are, this can cause an issue. You will
need to tweak the various settings within the VehicleAIController under
the Crowd part to get the desired effect. Please check the earlier part of
this documentation too to know what each value does and how it can
affect the crowd simulation. This simulation can be a bit difficult to work
with sometimes, especially in certain scenarios. If that is the case then
maybe RVO is more suitable but make sure you tweak its settings to also
get the desired effect.
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Part 9 - Guides
Setting up with Driveable Vehicle Pack (How to set up a custom
vehicle using interface)

In this guide im going to be using the Driveable Vehicle Pack found on the
marketplace. It’s a good collection of three different vehicles, but the one
im going to be using is the large APC called a Puma; this is because it
uses the SimpleWheeledVehicleComponent instead of the normal 4
wheeled one. This is different because it features no type of engine, and
you apply steering and torque to each wheel individually. This means it
cannot use the standard ‘SetSteering’ input that vehicles usually have,
and so this will need additional setup. Below shows how some of the
Forward input from a controller is applied to one of many road wheels.
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The first thing to do after enabling the plugin is to implement the
interface as done in an earlier section. Once that’s done, add the ‘Custom
Steering’ event and place it in the event graph.

The MoveRight node is usually used by players, and the axis value is from
-1 to 1. With 1 meaning turn to the right, and -1 meaning left. This is
exactly how our steering works normally, so we only need to change the
MoveRight node with our own, but replacing the AxisValue with the
Steering input from the interface node.
We now need to do the same thing with the throttle, except this time
replacing the MoveForward node with the Custom Throttle one, and then
using the Calculated Throttle value, which is what our vehicles normally
use.
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The last thing to add is the Custom Braking; this is the more difficult thing
to work out because this vehicle didn’t originally have any brakes, but just
a handbrake sort of method instead. Originally it used the variable
DriveTorqueBoost which had a value of 1000, and so we take the
calculated brake value, and put it into an Alpha of a Lerp, so therefore 0
brake will be 0, and a brake of 1 will mean 1000, and brakes fully applied.

Im going to test this vehicle on the demonstration map provided. But first
I need to add a NavMesh using a Bounds Volume.
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The map does feature roads, but they use Landscape Splines which don’t
affect the area class properly, so if you wanted to use these roads then
you would want to replace them with the Road Spline Mesh within the
plugin.
Next, create an AI controller. The only things we need to tick on the
PathFollowingComponent are the three Custom Handling settings. I also
ticked the debug box for testing later on.

Then we’ll set the AI controller class on the vehicle itself. If you’re on the
demonstration map, delete the other Puma’s if you want as we won’t be
giving them a target.

Now we need some way to test this system so we can tweak its values.
For this I am placing a target point somewhere in the level that it can
easily reach. In this case I’ve placed it down the road so it can go over
some obstacles potentially.
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On BeginPlay in the vehicle, I added an AI MoveTo, and a target point
actor variable as a target actor. I also made this instance editable.

Also make sure that the option ‘Use Vehicle Without Character’ is
checked, as in this project that’s required to start the vehicle
automatically.
Also make sure that all the collision boxes and static meshes have the
option, ‘Can Ever Affect Navigation’ to false, otherwise you might
experience issues with not being able to path find.
Open up the Target Point variable when clicking on the vehicle and select
the target point we want to move to.
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Once you’ve done that, just simulate, and it should drive towards the
target point!
This is just a straight line and so is quite simple, it doesn’t require much
steering, you can then try and put it in a position where it needs to turn
more. Such as the position I put it in below.

If you’re not using Crowd Following, it will just smash straight into the
wall when simulated. This is because the path point will be put on the
edge of the navmesh, and because the ‘agent size’ property of the
navmesh is only 34; setup for the default character, it only offsets the
navmesh from obstacles by 34cm.
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The below image shows how the navmesh looks.

To correct this, you have two options, firstly to increase the Nav Agent
size in the Navigation Mesh. Type in the World Outliner search, ‘navmesh’
and the spawned navmesh actor should appear. Ive increased it to 300
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You can now see that it’s been offset by 300 units.

Alternatively, you can just enable Crowd Simulation, or just the Obstacle
Avoidance of the Crowd Simulation and it will automatically offset the
vehicle from corners regardless of navmesh size.
And that’s it! You can further tweak values; Depending on how you want
to use it, you might consider adding the ability for either AI or players to
control the vehicle, the easiest way to do that with how it’s currently set
up is just add another event for the steering, throttle and braking events.
Below is how ive done this with the steering. If this vehicle is possessed
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by a player controller, so accepts the InputAxis event, then it will use
that, otherwise it will use the custom steering event.

You could also setup a desired speed curve and also increase the steering
multiplier. The speed curve will adjust the desired speed based on the
steering angle. The multiplier increases the rate at which the vehicle turns
based on the steering value. Two of these together help this bigger bulky
vehicle make tighter turns that otherwise wouldn’t be possible.
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I set up the curve to have quite a sharp falloff. If the steering is at 0.3 or
above then it will set its desired speed to 30% of the setup desired speed.
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